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About This Game

Global cataclysms have happened on Earth many times. Though ancient
legendary civilizations like Atlantis tried to prevent them, they couldn’t

survive. Some of the ancient mystical facilities continue working until the
present time stabilizing the tectonic plates and doing other things unclear

for modern humanity.

But eventually even they stop functioning, causing
strange atmospheric phenomena, earthquakes, and other disasters. And a

person who occasionally appears near at this moment must beware.

You are trying to survive alone on an uninhabited island after a mystical
air crash. First of all, you gather the remaining stuff and wait for the

rescuers. After several days of waiting in vain you begin an exploration of
the are, building a shelter, and gathering food. At the same time, you try

to uncover the mystery of the island and understand the reasons for the air
crash.
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Find the hidden objects at the scenes with rewinding time.
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Minimum:

OS: XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: 2 GHZ

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 3100 MB available space
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Free nerd to beat on, totally worth it. Full disclosure, I'm friends with the developer of this game and do not write a lot of
reviews so this may be a little all over the place. That being said, when I first picked up this game, it was primarily with the
intention to support my friend. I'm not usually one to play many of these small cheap games. However I found that after I
purchased this game, it's actually really damn fun. So far I've put about 5 hours into it, so as far as value for money goes, it's
awesome, best $3 i've ever spent. The mechanics that I found quite annoying at first, I realised are actually the reason I've kept
playing, they keep the game challenging. I've also found that the game is particularly fun when you have friends playing it as
well, trying to beat each others scores certainly keeps it interseting. Highly recommend this game, particularly if you're looking
for something to do for 10 mins while waiting for a squad or party in another game!. Addicting time management game,
Cooking Dash will keep you distracted for some hours and maybe days if you're into dash games like I am. The gameplay is fast
and it has cute comic book graphics to tell the storyline.. TL;DR: Fast Paced Old School Fun at a Great Price

A lot of people here seem to compare Thunder Kid to Mega Man, but I\u2019d argue it\u2019s a lot more like the
\u201cbase\u201d stages from the first Contra mashed with the platforming of the early Crash Bandicoot games. At first, I was
a little worried as the enemies start off really easy to avoid but thankfully by the last stages you\u2019ll be narrowly jumping
between moving platforms all while dodging homing missiles. However, if that still isn\u2019t enough challenge for you, there
are golden coins scattered throughout the levels that really take some skill and risk to reach, and they even have an associated
achievement. Thunder Kid also features some really enjoyable bosses with satisfying patterns that were rewarding to learn and
overcome. Although, I\u2019d personally argue that the world six boss is a bit of a steep learning curve, the final two bosses are
really awesome fights. It\u2019s definitely worth the eight-dollar price tag, and I\u2019ll definitely be looking into the other
Renegade Sector games.. Spend hours typing the same three commands over and over again only to find that you don't have
enough money to not start the next level in an unwinnable state! Repeat ad nauseum until you uninstall it and spit on the author's
grave.. Very fun little puzzler, but very short.. I already asked for a refund. The game is short, outcoming to your actions is
easily predictable and after the first play you basically know what's going to happen. I got no satisfaction out of this game.
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It Is Short But very good i like these pixel games rate it

999\/10. Really pleased that this game has made it to steam. It's really decent Galaga clone that was coded on the C64. I've
already got the rom for the C64 but i'm happy I can have a quick blast on my PC. I'd love some leaderboards.. Hi . I loveee the
music so mucb and would like to hear it on my phone. Is there any possible way to do so?. *Works with Oculus Rift*. You
should add in the VR Support it will bring more players since Oculus is on a great discount. Don't lose that opportunity!

I really enjoy this game. Just wish they keep adding stuffs and don't let it die.. Was very disappointed that the story encounters
scale to your level. Leveling up makes the game MORE difficult instead of less.

The concept is there to make a good game but the execution is flawed. Never had the crashing error but it seems to be prevalent
based on other reviews. Maybe I'll go back and play it all the way through one day if I'm feeling ambitious.

3\/10 Would not recommend
. best Fortnite clone i have ever seen. This game just doesn't update!

There's no news, updates, or even talking from the developers. Only so few people know about his game, so those people have
no one to duel with.

I think the people who made this game, only just made a big mistake.

I do not recommend this game to anyone who up for battle and ready to fight. Unless you want to wait over an hour so you can
have a 5 minute duel, then go ahead.. ENG:
Great sequel of the "Curse of Immortals".
You'll love dialogs (as always), bigger world, music and puzzles.
Can't wait to play in the third game!
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of known what I was getting into when the game costs just as much as a value meal at Carl's Jr.
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